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WOM’s Line Pressure Operated Surface
Safety Gate Valves are ideal where
control pressure is not available
This system consists of a surface safety gate valve, high pressure pilot, low
pressure pilot, and a velocity check valve. The LPO SSV’s use line pressure as a
control pressure to activate the actuator, resulting in a self-operating system.
High and low pressure pilots sense line pressure continuously. Any abnormal
pressure changes such as high pressure increase or low pressure decrease
cause these pilots to exhaust control pressure from the safety valve, closing
the valve. Installed as a secondary master on the tree, on flow lines, header
valves, gathering lines, pipelines and transmission lines, the WOM LPO SSV is
ideal for single point protection.

Hard Facing components
ensure better protection
under highly corrosive,
erosive, and abrasive
conditons... Fewer
replacement parts
reduce spare parts
inventory...Meets all API
standards and ISO quality
requirements.

The Magnum gate valves provide sealing reliability that is unmatched in the industry. The patented
design has been proven in hundreds of well control applications during drilling, testing, and production...
onshore, offshore, and subsea.
Key to the Magnum’s superior bi-directional sealing is the “Sure-Seal” system. This unique “thru- conduit”
design provides both upstream and downstream sealing, creating a pressure energized balance
between the slab gate and and seat assemblies. The ‘Sure-Seal’ seats expand against the floating
gate when subjected to line pressure to form a positive metal-to-metal seal.
The body cavity is exposed to line pressure only during valve opening and closing, ensuring better
lubricant retention, less exposure to line contaminants, and longer service life with less maintenance.
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Low Pressure Pilot
High Pressure
Pilot (Not
shown-Mounted
behind Low
Pressure Pilot)

Velocity Check Valve

WOM’s Magnum Line
Pressure Operated Surface Safety Gate Valves
are available in sizes 113/16” through 7-1/16”

Magnum
“Sure-Seal”
Assembly

and in working
pressures from
2,000 psi through
20,000 psi.
Available in a wide
range of trims.

Remote Panel

Local Panel
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Our strength is our robust infrastructure that allows us complete
control over quality, costs and delivery. With more than 20 patents
and noted accreditations, our very own R&D facilities and 24x7
service centers across the globe we have the required capabilities
& resources to deliver all your manufacturing needs for the industry.
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We are Worldwide Oilfield Machine (WOM) - a global company
pioneering Flow Control Solutions for the Surface & Subsea sectors
of the oil & gas industry. Headquartered in Houston, Texas, we have
manufacturing facilities, engineering centers, sales offices and
assembly/testing workshops all over the world.

